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bedroom | storage

PiX 1 drawer

800.313.3446 | dedesigncorp.com

stackable, under bed storage
model DM 3024 DR1

dimensions
30”
24“
8.5”

width
depth
height

construction

finish

Metal drawer sides with integrated ball bearing
rollers and positive stop. 1/2” bottom and back.
Adjustable levelers.

handles

3/4” laminate composite board construction. All
board is sealed on all sides with PVC edge
banding to prevent the intrusion of bed bugs.

Unit is stackable with positive nesting. Base glides
insert into top venting holes holding the two units
securely together ensuring stability and safety.

laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options
- Two-tone option available
- 10% upcharge

standard
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

options

- Large diameter adjustable glide to raise
laminate off floor
- Post leg to raise laminate off floor (non-stackable)
- Locks

standards

- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty
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PiX 2 drawer

800.313.3446 | dedesign.com

stackable, under bed storage
model DM 3024 DR2

dimensions
30”
24“
17”

width
depth
height

construction

finish

Metal drawer sides with integrated ball bearing
rollers and positive stop. 1/2” bottom and back.
Adjustable levelers.

handles

3/4” laminate composite board construction. All
board is sealed on all sides with PVC edge
banding to prevent the intrusion of bed bugs.

Unit is stackable with positive nesting. Base glides
insert into top venting holes holding the two units
securely together ensuring stability and safety.

laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options
- Two-tone option available
- 10% upcharge

standard
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

options

- Large diameter adjustable glide to raise
laminate off floor
- Post leg to raise laminate off floor (non-stackable)
- Locks

standards

- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty
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laminate bed
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single, 2 drawers, flat panel
model DM 7841 BX2 01
model DM 8341 BX2 01

dimensions
41”
78”|83“
26”

width
length
height

construction

finish

Drawers are of laminate composite board
constructed with rabbit joints, glued and stapled.
Face of drawer is 1“ laminate. Each drawer is on
4/5 casters, dependant on drawer size. Drawers
can be placed on left or right side of the bed.

handles

1” laminate composite board construction edged
with PVC banding on all sides to ensure no
bedbug intrusion. All connections are metal to
metal fasteners.

Decking over support frame is of 0.5” white
laminate sealed with PVC edge banding to
ensure no bedbug intrusion. Decking eliminates
need for box spring and maintains longevity of
mattress.
Fits twin mattress of 39”x 75“|80”.

laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options
- Two-tone option available
- 10% upcharge
decking
- White

standard
- Handle cut-out
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

standards

- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty
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laminate bed

800.313.3446 | dedesigncorp.com

double, 2 drawers, flat panel
model DM 7856 BX2 01
model DM 8356 BX2 01

dimensions
56”
78”|83“
26”

width
length
height

construction

finish

Drawers are of laminate composite board
constructed with rabbit joints, glued and stapled.
Face of drawer is 1“ laminate. Each drawer is on
4/5 casters, dependant on drawer size. Drawers
can be placed on left or right side of the bed.

handles

1” laminate composite board construction edged
with PVC banding on all sides to ensure no
bedbug intrusion. All connections are metal to
metal fasteners.

Decking over support frame is of 0.5” white
laminate sealed with PVC edge banding to
ensure no bedbug intrusion. Decking eliminates
need for box spring and maintains longevity of
mattress.
Fits double mattress of 54”x 75“|80”.

laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options
- Two-tone option available
- 10% upcharge
decking
- White

standard
- Handle cut-out
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

standards

- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty
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laminate bed
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single, 2 drawers, shaker style
model DM 7841 BX2 02
model DM 8341 BX2 02

dimensions
41”
78”|83“
26”

width
length
height

construction

finish

Drawers are of laminate composite board
constructed with rabbit joints, glued and stapled.
Face of drawer is .75“ thermo-fused material.
Each drawer is on 4/5 casters, dependant on
drawer size. Drawers can be placed on left or right
side of bed.

handles

1” laminate composite board construction edged
with PVC banding on all sides to ensure no
bedbug intrusion. All connections are metal to
metal fasteners.

Decking over support frame is of 0.5” white
laminate sealed with PVC edge banding to
ensure no bedbug intrusion. Decking eliminates
need for box spring and maintains longevity of
mattress.
Fits twin mattress of 39”x 75“|80”.

laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options
- Two-tone option available
- 10% upcharge
decking
- White

standard
- Handle cut-out
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

standards

- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty
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laminate bed
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double, 2 drawers, shaker style
model DM 7856 BX2 02
model DM 8356 BX2 02

dimensions
56”
78”|83“
26”

width
length
height

construction

finish

Drawers are of laminate composite board
constructed with rabbit joints, glued and stapled.
Face of drawer is .75“ thermo-fused material.
Each drawer is on 4/5 casters, dependant on
drawer size. Drawers can be placed on left or right
side of bed.

handles

1” laminate composite board construction edged
with PVC banding on all sides to ensure no
bedbug intrusion. All connections are metal to
metal fasteners.

Decking over support frame is of 0.5” white
laminate sealed with PVC edge banding to
ensure no bedbug intrusion. Decking eliminates
need for box spring and maintains longevity of
mattress.
Fits double mattress of 54”x 75“|80”.

laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options
- Two-tone option available
- 10% upcharge
decking
- White

standard
- Handle cut-out
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

standards

- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty
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laminate platform
bed, single
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2 drawers, flat panel
model DP 7841 BL2 01
model DP 8341 BL2 01

dimensions
41”
78”|83“
13”

width
length
height

construction

finish

Drawers are of laminate composite board
constructed with rabbit joints, glued and stapled.
Face of drawer is 1“ laminate. Each drawer is on
4/5 casters, dependant on drawer size. Drawers
can be placed on left or right side of the bed.

handles

1” laminate composite board construction edged
with PVC banding on all sides to ensure no
bedbug intrusion. All connections are metal to
metal fasteners.

Decking over support frame is of 0.5” white
laminate sealed with PVC edge banding to
ensure no bedbug intrusion. Decking eliminates
need for box spring and maintains longevity of
mattress.
Fits twin mattress of 39”x 75“|80”.

laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options
- Two-tone option available
- 10% upcharge
decking
- White

standard
- Handle cut-out
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

standards

- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty
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